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An electrical breakdown model for liquids in response to a submicroseconds,100 nsdvoltage pulse
is presented, and quantitative evaluations carried out. It is proposed that breakdown is initiated by
field emission at the interface of pre-existing microbubbles. Impact ionization within the
microbubble gas then contributes to plasma development, with cathode injection having a delayed
and secondary role. Continuous field emission at the streamer tip contributes to filament growth and
propagation. This model can adequately explain almost all of the experimentally observed features,
including dendritic structures and fluctuations in the prebreakdown current. Two-dimensional,
time-dependent simulations have been carried out based on a continuum model for water, though the
results are quite general. Monte Carlo simulations provide the relevant transport parameters for our
model. Our quantitative predictions match the available data quite well, including the breakdown
delay times and observed optical emission. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1921338g

I. INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest1–8 in the study of electrical
breakdown in watersand other liquidsdfor pulsed power sys-
tems, for their use in energy storage, towards insulation of
high-voltage devices, in acoustic devices, and as the medium
in spark erosion machines. Liquids seem to have advantages
over gases and solids for both energy storage and as switch
media, particularly for nanosecond pulse generators. For ex-
ample, liquids not only have a high dielectric constant, but
also have higher breakdown strength than compressed
gases.7 Water has been used and found to hold off electrical
fields of about 2 MV/cm for durations up to hundreds of
nanoseconds.9,10 In comparison to solids, their ability to cir-
culate leads to better thermal management and easier re-
moval of debris after breakdown. Liquid dielectrics are also
better suited for applications involving complex geometries.

The electrical behavior of dielectric liquidssespecially
waterd subjected to high electric fields has been intensively
studied.11–20Despite the progress, there is as yet no final and
complete understanding of issues relating to the initiation
process, the physics of charge creation in liquids, and the
subsequent plasma dynamicsse.g., the observed fast-moving
streamersdon the submicrosecond time scales. Potential
mechanisms for plasma generation within the liquid include
impact ionization, field-assisted emissionsi.e., Zener tunnel-
ingd, or a combination of both. However, the former not only
requires the presence of seed electrons, but also that some

particles from this population have energies exceeding the
ionization threshold. As we discuss here, it is difficult to
attain mobile electrons in liquids and even more arduous to
impart the requisite high energies for impact ionization de-
spite the application of large electric fields. Zener tunneling
requires very large electric fields. Hence, it is not very likely
to occur naturally and easily at the electrode-liquid inter-
faces, or within the bulk liquid. However, localized enhance-
ments in electric field, either through asperities at the metal-
lic contacts or due to the presence of microscopic bubbles in
the bulk liquid, could boost this mechanism.

Two competing theories of liquid breakdown have been
discussed in the literature:sid A bubble-initiated breakdown
process andsiid an electronic impact-ionization process
within the bulk liquid. The proposed electron-initiated
mechanism in bulk liquid does not appear to be very plau-
sible for several reasons.sid First, electron avalanche pro-
cesses in the bulk liquid are nearly negligible.11 As our own
calculations have shown recently,21 relatively high scattering
cross sections coupled with the largely isotropic elastic scat-
tering excludes the possibility for electrons in bulk water to
acquire significant kinetic energy for impact ionization. The
electrons are most likely to undergo a large number of ran-
dom scattering eventssi.e., exhibit a very short mean free
pathdand quickly attach to neutral molecules to form “elec-
tron bubbles,”22,23 or recombine with positive ions.siid Sec-
ond, free electrons are generally absent in water since an
enormous increase in entropy is required to convert an elec-
tron into a negative ion by attachment. This dearth of free
electrons can alternatively be viewed as arising from theadElectronic mail: rjoshi@odu.edu
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large “band gap” of water, which is,8.5 eV,24 and the high
barrier height between the metal-liquid interface. Further-
more, recent experimental data clearly show that free elec-
trons are quickly solvated within,1-ps time scales.25

Hence, the probability for a free electron population is likely
to be negligible.siiid Finally, the observed dependence of
breakdown on hydrostatic pressure and voltage pulse dura-
tion points towards the role of gas/vapor bubbles. For ex-
ample, a high hydrostatic pressure would either inhibit
bubble formation or shrink their size, resulting in an ob-
served increase of the hold-off strength.26 Similarly, since
longer pulses allow more time for bubble nucleation or in-
creases in size through internal heating and Maxwell stress-
related deformation, such long pulses lead to decreases in the
required breakdown field.

It is perhaps useful to review some of the salient features
observed during liquid breakdown. The following set of ex-
perimental observations has been reported in the literature,
and is fairly universal.sid A distinct polarity effect is seen for
point-plane sor similarly asymmetricd geometries.1,10,27,28

The breakdown voltages=Vbrd is universally observed to be
lower when the point electrode is biased positively. Based on
gas discharge physics, one might expect liquid water break-
down to be initiated at the cathode due to possible electronic
injection. The experimental data, however, suggest other-
wise, and instead indicate that mechanisms other than pure
cathodic electron injection must be relevant to breakdown.
siid Streamer formation and dynamics, during the breakdown
process, have been seen to have different geometric shapes
and velocities depending on the polarity of the pin electrode.
The streamers originating on the positive electrode form ear-
lier in time, they travel faster, and do not tend to exhibit
velocity saturation with the electric field magnitude.29 For
example, streamers formed from the anode tip typically have
more branches and a distinct “treelike” structure spanning a
conical volume, as shown in Fig. 1sad. Cathode-tip stream-
ers, on the other hand, are less bushy and usually have a
prominently thick “root” structure as indicated in Fig. 1sbd.
siiid Discrete optical luminosity spots have been seen on

streamer branches as shown in Fig. 2. Experimental details
relating to this data of Fig. 2 have been reported elsewhere.28

sivd External pressure appears to affect the breakdown volt-
age. Increasing the overpressure typically tends to enhance
the breakdown voltage, while underpressures have been ob-
served to decrease the breakdown voltage. This suggests that
microbubbles might have some role in the breakdown pro-
cess. Some of the experimental data, shown in Fig. 3, dem-
onstrate this more clearly. With decreasing pressure, the
breakdown voltage is seen to reduce.svd Electrical current
spikes of a random nature are usually observed during the
prebreakdown phase of liquid breakdown. Both polar sol-
ventsssuch as waterdand nonpolar liquidsssuch as oilsdhave
reportedly exhibited such behavior. The pertinent data ob-
tained by our group are shown in Fig. 4. The results are
indicative of partial triggering or localized turn-on. Further-
more, such current spikes appear to correlate well with the
number of luminous spots appearing within the liquid upon
external voltage stressing. We postulate here that localized
breakdown within microbubbles contributes to the current
spikes and also to the observed optical luminescence within
the microregions.svid Polishing the electrodessespecially the
anodedappears to help enhance the hold-off voltage. Man-
agement of asperities and the associated local electric-field
enhancements, therefore, is important.10 Figure 5 shows ex-
perimental data for water in the point-plane geometry with a
200-mm gap. As seen from the plot, a much higher hold-off
voltage can be attained on polishing the point electrode.sviid
The magnitude of the breakdown voltage for lower dielectric

FIG. 1. Typically representative streamer in oil for a point-plane geometry.
sad Snapshot for a positively biased point contact andsbd snapshot for a
negatively biased point electrode.

FIG. 2. Experimentally obtained luminosity spots at discrete locations on
the streamer branches during a prebreakdown snapshot for oil.

FIG. 3. Experimental data showing a pressure dependence of the breakdown
voltage for oil.
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liquids seems to be higher. For example, watersdielectric
constant,kr ,80d has been shown to break down at a field of
about 1.8 MV/cm, while the corresponding field for propy-
lene carbonateskr ,65d under otherwise identical conditions
was observed to be 2.2 MV/cm. Oilssboth biodegradable
and transformerdwith a much lower dielectric constant have
been reported to have higher breakdown strengths.sviiid Fi-
nally, in a surprising result, the hold-off voltage for distilled
water has been reported to be lower than that for ordinary tap
water,10 even though the prebreakdown current levels were
higher. Since ion densities, and hence the conductivity of tap
water, are larger, one might simply expect electrical break-
down to occur more easily in this system. We postulate that
the observed behavior is a direct consequence of enhanced
screening in tap water. The screening would work to shield
the high electric fields and prevent them from penetrating
into microbubbles that are likely to be located randomly
within the bulk. Consequently, there would be greater likeli-
hood of alleviating the bubble-initiated triggering mecha-
nism in tap water as compared to distilled or pure water.

In our previous work based on a continuum model, it
was shown that the energy associated with a submicrosecond
pulse is too low to induce any significant heating. Tempera-
ture increases of less than 6 K were predicted30 for such

situations. Hence, bubble formation on the basis of localized
liquid vaporization can effectively be ruled out. We have also
demonstrated through Monte Carlo calculations that free-
electron transport and possible electronic impact ionization
in bulk water would be virtually absent.21 The numerical
analysis quantitatively demonstrated that strong elastic scat-
tering coupled with the highly isotropic angular deflections
work to prevent electrons from picking up the requisite ion-
ization energy. As a result, neither electron-initiated charge
creation within the homogeneous bulk nor the electronic in-
jection process at the cathode can have much relevance for
breakdown.

Here a general model of liquid breakdown is developed
that incorporates two important features. First, thepre-
existence of spatially localized microbubbles, in equilibrium
with the liquid phase, is implicitly assumed. As a result, no
strong internal heating or vaporization is necessary for the
creation of local low-density regions. Such bubbles are as-
sumed to be filled with dissolved gas. Next, in keeping with
experimental reportssas discussed, for example, in the case
of water25d, it is assumed that free electrons are generally
absent in liquids. Instead, more realistically, the experimental
observations indicate that free electrons have a short and
finite lifetime before an attachment or recombination event
takes place. Consequently, the likelihood of the electrons’
survival can be expected to progressively decrease with in-
creasing distance from their generation sites.

Quantitative calculations have been carried out here, that
include the two above assumptions, to analyze the break-
down process. First, a Monte CarlosMCd model has been
applied to ascertain the relevant transport parameters such as
the impact ionization and electron drift velocity. The field,
spatial, and temporal dependencies are naturally included.
The MC results are then used for a continuum drift-diffusion
model of charge transport to obtain the time-dependent cur-
rent and voltage behavior over submicrosecond time scales.
It is demonstrated that this physical model can adequately
explain most of the experimental observations. Though the
model generally applies to all liquids, for concreteness here,
calculations of the breakdown process have been performed
for liquid water.

II. DISCUSSION OF THE BREAKDOWN MODEL

We postulate that liquid breakdown is initiated via the
field-emission process within localized, low-density regions
si.e., microbubblesdupon being subjected to high electric
fields. The possible existence of stable microscopic gas
bubbles within liquids was proposed by Bunkin and
Bunkin.31 They referred to such entities as “bubbstons.” The
notion of invoking gas bubbles in liquids originally arose
from a separate effort to explain the lower rupture strength of
liquids.32 Bunkin and Bunkin31 studied the formation and
stabilization dynamics, and concluded that bubbstons could
exist in the presence of trace impuritiessincluding ionogenic
surface-active agentsdand localized ions. Such microbubbles
are likely to be randomly scattered throughout the bulk of the
liquid volume and also be present at electrode surfaces.

Discontinuity in the dielectric constant between the sur-

FIG. 4. Measured circuit current as a function of time in oil subjected to a
voltage pulse.

FIG. 5. Measured current–voltage data points for water for a 200-mm point-
plane geometry showing differences between polished and unpolished elec-
trode surfaces.
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rounding liquid and the interior of the bubble helps create
electric-field enhancements on the gaseous side of the mi-
crobubble interface. The field within the cavity is uniform33

and depends only on the external fieldsabout 2 MV/cm in
water near the breakdown phased and the ratio of the liquid-
gas permittivities. Smaller values of the liquid permittivity
would lead to a lower electric field within the microbubble.
This could produce a greater hold-off capability, in line with
the higher breakdown voltages seen for propylene carbonate
sa lower dielectric materiald as compared to water. We pos-
tulate that electrons are injected into the gas bubble via the
field-emission process at the bubble-liquid interface. Subse-
quent acceleration by the electric field within the bubble then
leads to a strong energy gain and impact ionization of the
bubble gas. Thus,bubbles act as localized microsources of
chargeand contribute to plasma creation and multiplication
within the liquid.

The following effects should then arise due to the col-
lective influences of a large electrostatic driving force on the
electrons, the inherent scattering with gas molecules, and the
subsequent impact ionization events.

sid Sudden and discrete increases in the external current
as individual bubbles develop into active microcenters
of charge creation. Such current spikes, as predicted
by the present model, have actually been observed
experimentally. In time, however, the electric field
within each microbubble would be expected to dimin-
ish as the result of charge-induced, intrabubble polar-
ization. This would partially quench the current con-
tribution from an individual “electrically activated”
microbubble. The net result would be multiple, but
sporadic, current spikes.

sii d A second effect is the possible emission of radiation
encompassing the microbubbles. A combination of
processes, such as field-induced acceleration, Cou-
lomb scattering of the charges, and radiative recombi-
nation would collectively contribute. Such localized
pockets of radiation and optical emission have been
observed, with the results of Fig. 2 being an illustra-
tive example. Apart from frequency-dependent
Bremsstrahlung, the emission spectra can also be ex-
pected to contain lines characteristic of gaseous exci-
tation and absorption. In addition, radiative recombi-
nation of electronssmoving downstream towards the
anoded, with ions generated originally from a neigh-
boring microbubble, would also be present.

siii d The present model predicts an effect of both the ex-
ternal pressure and operating temperature on the
breakdown voltage magnitude. With increasing exter-
nal operating pressure, for example, the microbubble
size would decrease. This would lead to a larger field
requirement for producing a given amount of charge
multiplication within the confined space. Similarly,
increases in temperature could reduce the mi-
crobubble density due to their evaporation from the
liquid phase. Consequently, the probability of a mi-
crobubble lying within a localized high-field region
would diminish. This would lead to an overall in-

crease in the requisite field or a longer delay time for
breakdown. Such changes with pressure have been
observed in our group, for example, as shown in Fig.
3. If, however, the bubble population remained stable
despite temperature variationssfor example, due to
large fluid viscosity that prevented bubble movement
and evaporationd, then their size would change. This
would alter the charge multiplication factor within the
microbubble volume and again impact the breakdown
field. However, for most liquids of practical interest,
this is unlikely.

sivd In the scenario described here, the breakdown process
would likely initiate in a region of high electric field
that promotes electron emission. This would most
likely be on the gaseous side of a microbubble-liquid
interface, and occur close to an electrode. Surface as-
perities and sharp curvatures would strongly facilitate
this initiation. Hence, smoothening the electrodes
should enhance the hold-off voltage capability. Fur-
thermore, the presence of a strong ion density would
work to mitigate the electric-field magnitude and ar-
rest its penetration into the microbubble areas. As a
result, an influence of ionic concentration on the
breakdown threshold voltage can be expected.

svd In this setting, microbubbles would continue to play a
role in the temporal development of the breakdown
process. For example, if multiple microbubbles were
to be located along a straight-line path between the
initial triggering point and the electrodes, then bifur-
cation of the plasma channel can be expected.
Through the process of successive and sequential
breakdown of microbubbles, the breakdown path
might be expected to zigzag, hopping from one
bubble to the next. Such branching or “treeing” struc-
tures have experimentally been observed by numerous
groups. Another physical basis for the branching
might arise from mutual electrostatic repulsion be-
tween high-density pockets of spatially nonuniform
electrons within the moving streamer. Such a mecha-
nism has recently been proposed in gases,34 but re-
mains to be investigated in liquids.

In our proposed model, streamersor plasmad growth and
propagation within the liquid primarily depends on the fol-
lowing factors.sid The ionization rate within microbubbles,
which is governed by the bubble radius and local electric
field. This rate dictates plasma generation that then controls
the dynamical collapse of the local electric field due to inter-
nal polarization effects. We propose that the collapse would
trigger field increases across neighboring regions and mi-
crobubbles that, in turn, would initiate new, localized plasma
generation events. Thus, the higher the ionization rate within
microbubbles, the faster would be the conductive turn-on of
localized segments within the overall liquid.sii d The growth
of the streamers would also depend on the magnitude and
rate of energy dissipation by hot electrons emerging from the
microbubbles. Electronic kinetic energies and effective tem-
peratures are expected to be quite large due to strong electric
field acceleration within the microbubbles. For example, a
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ballistic electron under a 108-V/m field sthe typical value
close to the breakdown regimed within a 1-mm-diameter
bubble would emerge with a 100-eV energy. Upon expulsion
from the microbubble, such energetic electrons would con-
vert their kinetic energy into heat through inelastic collisions
with the water molecules, and thus impact-ionize localized
regions. The net result could be large increases in local tem-
perature and possible vaporization of small volumes adjacent
to the microbubbles. The latter would cause a growth and
elongation of the microbubble along the field direction. This
process would primarily be operative for streamers initiating
from the cathode side. Such dynamics could also possibly be
relevant for anode-side streamer if a secondary microbubble
were located close to the moving “anode-side” streamer head
at some time instant. In this case, the high electric fields
inside this secondary microbubble could trigger electron
emission, and subsequently cause the electrons to turn on the
intervening space between the advancing streamer head and
the microbubble. Exact analysis of streamer growth based on
such thermal conversion of electron energy requires Monte
Carlo calculations as performed elsewhere for water by our
group.35 siii d Continuous field-assisted electron emission
from the streamer tip contributes to filamentary growth and
propagation. This process would mainly be operative for
anode-side streamers.sivd A secondary effect is that of a
possible electron injection from the cathode after filamentary
structures have developed from the anode. For breakdown
initiation from the anode side, the electric field in the anodic
vicinity would gradually decrease, giving rise to field en-
hancements at the cathode neighborhood. Electronic-field
emission from the cathode could then lead to the origination
and growth ofsecondary steamersfrom the negative elec-
trode. Such dual filamentary structures, with delayed cathode
streamer formation and time-dependent propagation veloci-
ties, have recently been reported at Sandia National
Laboratory.29 Also, in such dual filament structuresswith the
initial breakdown occurring at the anoded, the streamer
propagation velocities would be high and increase dramati-
cally in time after the development of the second streamer.

Next, the present model assumes that free electrons in
the liquid have a short and finite lifetime, and that an attach-
ment or recombination event must eventually take place.
Thus, the likelihood of electron survival without capture
should progressively decrease with increasing distance from
their generation sites. Hence, electrons generatedcloseto the
anodesi.e., the parent microbubble lies close to the anoded
would survive and contribute to current flow, regardless of
their exact spatial origin. It then follows that streamers and
optical emission patterns close to a point anode should ex-
hibit a high degree of branching and tend to follow the di-
vergent field lines. Also, the electric field would not have to
be very large to provide a very high carrier drift to ensure
efficient charge collection at the anode. On the other hand,
for charge creation near the cathodesi.e., microbubbles lo-
cated close to the negative electroded, the electron swarm
would have a much longer transit region to traverse. For
efficient and timely collection then, a much larger electric
field would be needed to achieve a higher drift velocity for
timely transit. The overall effect is an inherent asymmetry

within the system that would work to create a polarity effect.
Based on the above discussion, the following general

features should arise for point-plane geometries.sid For elec-
tron creation near the cathode side, ahigher electric field
would be required to facilitate and ensure rapid transport of
the electron swarm to the anode collector with transit times
shorter than their lifetimes.sii d The highest electric field oc-
curs, in general, near a point electrode. Hence, if the point
electrode were to be biased positively, then breakdown via
electron emission and streamer growth would likely start at
the anode. For a negatively biased point electrode, on the
other hand, the breakdown could conceivably start at the
cathode. However, there would be a finite chance of quench-
ing the current if the emitted electrons did not survive their
transit to the plane anode on the far side. So, the requisite
voltage for attaining a complete breakdown would be higher
for a negatively biased point.siii d Finally, the luminescence
and streamer patterns are predicted to be different for anode-
side and cathode-side initiation. For a point anode case, sev-
eral microbubbles in the vicinity of the sharp electrode
would be triggered. Thus, a more pronounced treeing struc-
ture can be expected, aided by the divergent electric-field
profile, and has been observed experimentally. For the case
of point-cathode initiation, on the other hand, the growth and
propagation are likely to have a strong contribution from
hot-electron-assisted liquid vaporization and a process of
“burrowing” into the liquid. Furthermore, the electric field
between the streamer tip and the planar anode on the far side
would be less divergent. Hence, the streamers and optical
patterns are more likely to exhibit much smaller branching
and have thicker roots. This general prediction is in keeping
with the observations shown in Fig. 1.

III. THE MONTE CARLO MODEL FOR LIQUID WATER

We have previously reported on our three-dimensional,
time-dependent Monte Carlo analyses of electron transport in
liquid water.35 The MC scheme is used here to furnish the
relevant transport parameters for a continuum model based
on the drift-diffusion scheme. Basically, electrons in liquid
water undergo energy-dependent scattering that can be either
elastic, inelastic ionization, or inelastic excitation.36 The lat-
ter includes transitions towards the Rydberg or degenerate
states, attachment leading to negative-ion generation, vibra-
tional and rotational excitation, and excitation of the OH*,
H*, and O* radicals. In our analysis, the energy-dependent
cross sections were parametrized based on a recent data
report,36 and discussed in detail previously.35

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out by injecting a
swarm of 8000 particles into the microbubble at the gas-
liquid interface for a given electric field. As a result, charac-
teristics of the electron dynamics through the gas bubble,
followed by their traversal in water, were obtained. Electron
scattering within the bubble was implemented based on cross
sections reported in the literature.37–39 The initial energies
were assigned based on a thermalized Boltzmann distribu-
tion. A time step of 0.01 fs was used for the highest water
densitysi.e., 1 gm/ccd because of the high elastic scattering
rate shown in Fig. 6. The angular distribution was taken to be
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isotropic for the inelastic processes. For elastic scattering, a
Rutherford–Moliere36 differential cross section was used.

Figure 7 shows time-dependent populations for swarms
of 8000 electrons released simultaneously from one end of
the bubble-water interface. Various cases for different bubble
radii R and applied electric fieldsF are shown. All the curves
of Fig. 7 exhibit a similar trend. An initial time delay is
apparent in all cases—this is the “dead time” during which
the electrons are within the bubble region and are picking up
the requisite energy for impact ionization. The swarm then
begins to produce secondary particles through the impact
ionization process, and the overall population increases. This
time delay naturally depends on the electric field and the
bubble radius.

Strong increases in electron population roughly begin to
occur when the swarm reaches the opposite end of the bubble
and begins to enter the water. The high density within the
liquid works to increase the scattering rate, and a sudden
onset of ionization follows. In our simulation, particles in the
water with energies below the ionization thresholds are re-
moved from consideration, as essentially having thermalized.
The time-dependent ionization replicas seen in Fig. 7 arise
from a cyclical effect. First, low-energy particles from the
swarm continually pick up energy from the electric field,
reach the ionization threshold, and then fall back into lower
energy states upon impact ionization.

Monte Carlo results for the time-dependent secondary

particle production both inside and outside the bubble are
given in Figs. 8 and 9. The values depend on the bubble
radius and external electric field, with initial delay times in
the subpicosecond regime. For the 8000 electron swarms,
multiplicative gain factors of about 0.625s=5000/8000dand
62.5 s=500 000/8000dare predicted inside and outside the
bubble region, respectively. Furthermore, the number of elec-
trons producedoutside the bubble is always morethan the
secondary particles created within the bubble. This arises
from the higher density in the liquid phase, and hence a
larger collision rate for the high-energy electrons.

IV. TIME-DEPENDENT RESULTS FOR LIQUID WATER

A time-dependent, two-dimensional simulation model as
reported and discussed elsewhere,21 was used for numerical
studies of the water breakdown process. The external circuit
was included via a 50-V external resistor and a time-
dependent supply voltageVappstd. A uniform mesh was used
to divide the entire device-simulation region into equal-sized
boxes. Transport was characterized on the basis of the drift-
diffusion sDDd theory. The DD approach was used to update
both the negative- and positive-ion densities within each box,
taking account of inflows and outflows, bulk recombination
and generation, charge creation due to field emission and
impact ionization within microbubbles, negative-ion genera-
tion at the cathode due to electron tunneling into the liquid,

FIG. 6. Energy-dependent elastic and inelastic scattering rates used for the
electron Monte Carlo in water.

FIG. 7. Monte Carlo results for the time-dependent swarm starting with an
initial 8000-particle population.

FIG. 8. Monte Carlo results showing secondary particle generation inside a
bubble as a function of time due to an initial 8000-particle swarm.

FIG. 9. Monte Carlo results showing secondary particle production outside
a bubble as a function of time due to an 8000-particle swarm.
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positive-ion decay at the anode due to electron capture via
the tunneling process, and positive-ion annihilation at the
cathode via electron transfer. Monte Carlo results were incor-
porated to yield the microscopic generation rates and spatial
distributions. The liquid was assumed to be free of impurities
and to contain only the H+ and OH− ions. The ionic mobili-
ties, taken from Light and Licht,40 were 3.5
310−7 m2 V−1 s−1 for H+ and 2310−7 m2 V−1 s−1 for OH−.
Free electrons generated within the microbubble were con-
sidered and assigned a field-dependent drift velocityvsFd
given byvsFd=vshF / fF+Fsgj, with F as the electric field,vs

is the saturation velocity taken to be 33105 m/s, andFs

=33105 V/m. Free electrons in liquid water were taken to
have a lifetime of 200 ns. Current continuity was used to
update the internal electric fieldFsx,td and the potential at
grid points within the center of each box, through the relation
Jcctstd=fVappstd−VDevstdg /R=sdf«sFdFsx,tdg /dtd+sFsx,td,
with VDev being the device voltage and«sFd the field-
dependent permittivity.

An effective field-dependent permittivity was used based
on a detailed atomic-level analysis of the electrical response
of water dipoles at the metal-liquid interface.35 This effec-
tively leads to electric-field enhancements arising from a
positive feedback mechanism, since permittivity decreases
with increasing electric field. The cross sections were as-
sumed to be rectangular, with a 200-mm distance between
the point and plane electrodes, in keeping with the experi-
mental setup within our group. The impact ionization process
was modeled in terms of the spatial multiplicative gain factor
GFsr ,td taken from the Monte Carlo simulations, as dis-
cussed in Figs. 8 and 9. The rate of electronsand iondpro-
duction dn/dt was proportional to the field-dependent emis-
sion rateGhFst−mDtdj at the bubble-liquid interface from all
previous applicable time steps. Thus, the cumulative effect
was included and time-delays in charge production from
various locations downstream from the bubble were taken
into account.

Time-dependent results for a rectangular simulation re-
gion shown in Fig. 10 with the anode atx=0 and the cathode
on the opposite side are discussed next. The gap length was
200 mm, in keeping with experiments. The longitudinal axis
of symmetry corresponds toy=0. For computational simplic-
ity, the transverse dimensionsalongy axisd was restricted to

40 mm. Effectively then, only a small rectangular region
close to the central axis was considered for these breakdown
simulations. Figure 10 also shows a 0.5-mm-radius mi-
crobubble placed off-axis near the anode side. An open-
ended 40-kV voltage pulsef=Vappstdg with an exponential
rise time of 30 ns was chosen, in keeping with reported ex-
perimental voltage shapes. Since the focus here is on the
breakdown initiation phase, the pulse turn-off characteristics
were not considered. The time-dependent current obtained
from the numerical simulation is shown in Fig. 11. The ini-
tial displacement current is apparent, followed by a small
current spike after about 41 ns, and an eventual breakdown at
,116 ns. This breakdown delay time is in good agreement
with actual experimental values. Snapshots of the internal
voltage distribution at various times are given in Figs.
12sad–12scd. Perturbations in the potential are seen to initiate
from the microbubble location. Field emission at the bubble-
water interface, followed by impact ionization of the gas,
leads to rapid charge creation. The electric field between the
microbubble and anode then decreases, while slow-moving
ions drifting towards the cathode contribute to local field
enhancement downstream. A streamer is seen to develop, and
the voltage distribution moves in a narrow stripe towards the
cathode. Charge is continually created at the tip as it ad-
vances through the field-emission process. Snapshots of the
positive-ion density at 56.58 and 115.2 ns are shown in Figs.
13sadand 13sbd, while the electric field at 115.2 ns is given
in Fig. 14. The field is seen to be highest at the tip of the
advancing streamer. Eventually, just prior to the final break-
down, strong electron emission is predicted to initiate from
the cathode. Beyond this time, for a short duration, there are
two streamerssnot showndthat move towards each other at a
rapid rate. A snapshot of the electron density at 115.2 ns is
given in Fig. 15. The sudden injection of electrons from the
cathode side is evident in Fig. 15.

Next, simulations were also carried out for the same
200-mm configuration, butwithout a microbubble. The time-
dependent current result is shown in Fig. 16, and no break-
down is predicted. This underscores the important influence
of microbubbles in initiating liquid breakdown. Finally,
simulations were carried out with three microbubbles placed
in the simulation region. The additional bubble was placed
roughly midway between the electrodes, as shown in Fig. 17.
Results for the time-dependent current are given in Fig. 18.

FIG. 10. Geometry and micro-bubble placement for the time-dependent
breakdown simulation.

FIG. 11. Predicted time-dependent current for the geometry of Fig. 10.
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In comparison to Fig. 11, the breakdown delay time is seen
to be slightly smaller. This is expected, as the second mi-
crobubble provides additional contributions to charge gen-
eration and plasma generation within the liquid. Perturba-
tions in the potential distributionsnot shownd, similar to the
results of Fig. 12, were predicted to start from the region
surrounding the microbubble closest to the anode. Figure 19
shows the positive-ion density at 88.1 ns. It clearly reveals
the development of secondary branches. This behavior is
similar to the experimental observations. This result demon-
strates that such dendritic formations must be stochastic
events that depend on both the local electric field and fluc-
tuations in material density.

FIG. 14. Snapshot of the internal electric-field profile at 115.2 ns.

FIG. 15. Snapshot of the electron-density distribution just prior to
breakdown.

FIG. 12. Snapshots of the internal potential distribution at various times.sad
At 43.28, sbd 56.58, andscd 115.2 ns.

FIG. 13. Snapshots of the positive-ion distribution at times ofsad 56.58 and
sbd 115.2 ns.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have analyzed the initiation physics of
the electric breakdown process in liquid water for a short
electrical pulse in the 100-ns range. The breakdown process
has been probed on the basis of nonlinear, field-dependent
mechanisms. It was shown that under low-density situations,
electron-field emission followed by impact ionization would
be operative. This makes for the creation of internal plasma
microsources. Apart from pre-existing microbubbles, the use
of external photoexcitation should similarly trigger break-
down.

A drift-diffusion model was used in this study to probe
the time-dependent dynamics of breakdown. It was shown
that the breakdown for a 200-mm water gap would roughly
occur around 115 ns, triggered by a microbubble. The simu-
lations clearly demonstrated streamer growth and movement
towards the cathode. Radiative recombination and Brems-
strahlung associated with electrons and positive ions within
the streamer column would conceivably produce the illumi-
nation observed during such breakdown. Furthermore, it was
shown that branching of streamers and the formation of ran-
dom dendritic structures could occur in the presence of an
inhomogeneous distribution of microbubbles. The time-
dependent current was shown to exhibit slight fluctuations as
the microbubbles were successfully triggered internally. The
simulations were also indicative of a time-dependent

streamer velocity and dendritic growths from both elec-
trodes, in keeping with recent experimental reports. The
eventual cathode-side breakdown and electron emission were
the result of a continuous increase in local electric field with
streamer movement. This is a general process, and hence it
would appear that electron emission from the cathode would
eventually be established irrespective of the work function of
the electrode material. Detailed modeling comparisons of the
polarity effect will be presented elsewhere.

The present model also predicts that electrode smooth-
ness would work to hold off the breakdown triggering by
curtailing localized field enhancements. Similarly, it follows
that lasers and optical pulses should help initiate breakdown
and lower the hold-off voltage through photon-assisted, field
emission. In such cases, electrons would not need as large an
electric field to tunnel out, since photoabsorption would ef-
fectively reduce the energy barrier. Also, if all other param-
eters are made equal, then lower dielectric liquids would
appear to present a better hold-off voltage capability, since
the electric field within the microbubbles would be some-
what smaller. Other possibilities for increasing the hold-off
voltage appear to be the use of surfactants to alter the surface
tension for reducing microbubble sizes. Similarly, the addi-
tion of low-mobility ions that could screen out and mitigate
electric-field penetration into microbubbles would help bol-
ster the hold-off capability.

The high-field physics in liquids appears to be similar to
that occurring in ceramics and nanogranular dielectrics. In

FIG. 17. A second geometry and microbubble placement for the time-
dependent breakdown simulation.

FIG. 18. The predicted time-dependent current for the geometry of Fig. 17.

FIG. 19. Snapshot of the positive-ion density at 88.1 ns.

FIG. 16. The predicted time-dependent current for the same geometric con-
figuration of Fig. 10, but without a microbubble.
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the latter case, strong electric fields at grain boundaries and
associated microcavities trigger breakdown. As with nan-
ogranular ceramics, charge trapping and its attachment to
neutral molecules are likely to reduce the long-term hold-off
capability in liquids. This would likely manifest itself as an
aging-related degradation phenomenon. However, unlike ce-
ramics and solids, it should be possible to flush out the liquid
system via forced nonturbulent flow to curtail such detrimen-
tal degradations to an extent.
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